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A statistically validated protocol to identify “relevant” water molecules in protein binding sites using HINT
score and a geometric descriptor termed Rank is described. In training, conservation/nonconservation was
modeled for 86% of the waters. For the test set, 87% of waters were correctly classified (92% when
crystallographic resolution was e2.0 Å). Conserved waters make at least two hydrogen bonds with protein
and gain 0.6-2.0 kcal mol-1 more binding energy than nonconserved waters.

Introduction

Protein–ligand docking and structure-based drug design
exploit structural knowledge of a protein target to predict the
binding properties of new compounds. Success in these en-
deavors requires simultaneously solving several difficult prob-
lems, among which evaluating and understanding the role of
water molecules in the binding site are particularly relevant.1–8

Klebe has shown that in about two-thirds of protein–ligand
complexes at least one water molecule is involved in the
binding.9 Wang confirmed the importance of interfacial water
molecules in 392 crystal structures.10 All binding site waters
may affect binding events. Strongly bound or “conserved”
waters, i.e., those that are consistently observed in several
crystallographic structures of the same protein, are not easily
displaced by ligands and thus affect binding by modifying the
shape of the protein surface recognized by the ligand or by
mediating that interaction with hydrogen bonds. At the other
end of the scale, waters only weakly interacting with the protein
can contribute to the hydrophobic effect as they are displaced
from nonpolar regions, or occupy voids at the interface, thus
possibly contributing entropic terms to the overall energetics.
While schemes to predict water conservation/displacement
between uncomplexed and complexed structures11,12 or among
complexed structures with different ligands have been re-
ported,13 not all are validated over a diverse, well-characterized
data set and none have been widely accepted.

However, water molecules are not universally conserved; i.e.,
any water can be displaced by a ligand designed for that purpose,
such as displacement of the bound water 301 of HIV-1
protease14,15 with the cyclic urea class of inhibitors. This water,
seen in all uncomplexed and most structures complexed with
ligands, was specifically targeted for displacement by a ligand
feature that mimicked its hydrogen bonding pattern. This
released an ordered water with a favorable gain in entropy and
increased binding affinity.16 Inhibition specificity of all aspartic

protease ligands (including HIV-1 protease inhibitors) is largely
controlled by displacement of a structural catalytic water at the
active site, with the interesting exception of a �-secretase
complex where that water bridges protein and ligand.17 In effect,
if a ligand chemical group is able to compensate for the
(enthalpic) loss of hydrogen bonds between a water and protein
by formation of new ligand-protein hydrogen bonds, it should
be able to displace that water.

We suggest the classification “relevant” water molecules, i.e.,
water molecules endowed with structural and energetic features
such that they are generally conserved but may be displaced
through design/synthesis of ligands incorporating polar groups
that reproduce that water’s hydrogen bonds. These waters should
be explicitly considered in docking and other molecular model-
ing experiments such as structure-based drug design because
their “rational” retention/displacement may be desirable depend-
ing on the situation.16,18 While a study describing automatic
handling of important water molecules during GOLD19 docking
runs has recently appeared,20 robust methods for their identifica-
tion were not described. This is the primary aim of the present
report.

Results and Discussion

Our protocol relies on two main tools: the HINT free energy
scoring model,21 validated for a wide variety of biomolecular
systems,3,22–26 and the Rank algorithm that calculates the number
and geometric quality of potential hydrogen bonds for each
water molecule (to non-water atoms) in a protein structure.27

HINT gives an estimate of the global interaction strength
between each water molecule and its surrounding (protein)
atoms, with respect to the relative chemical properties of donors
and acceptors as well as their state of charge and accessibility,
by evaluating the hydrophobic-polar properties of the environ-
ment surrounding that water molecule. Rank evaluates possible
donor and acceptor matches for each water, yielding values from
0 for waters that do not form any hydrogen bonds with non-
water molecules to about 6 for waters forming four quality
hydrogen bonds with excellent bond length and angle geometry.
Both tools have strengths and weaknesses regarding our goal
of predicting which waters in an active site will be relevant
with respect to ligand design for that site. Thus, we applied a
pseudo-Bayesian statistical analysis to integrate the information
provided by Rank and HINT score. First, we developed a
statistical model on a training set of 13 proteins (with 125
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discrete water molecules) with different structural and functional
properties (Table 1). We then tested this model on an indepen-
dent set of 9 proteins (Table 2) with 68 waters. Each protein in
the training and test sets had well-characterized crystallographic
structures for the unliganded and liganded forms. Proteins where
specific waters are known to play a role in mediating the
interaction between protein and ligand were preferred. Other
selection criteria for creating the data sets were applied,
including consideration of crystallographic uncertainties with
respect to resolution28–30 and validation of water positions with
GRID31 (see Experimental Section).

These uncomplexed and complexed structures of the same
protein were superimposed to investigate the role of water
molecules on ligand binding. The analysis focused on waters
within 4 Å of the protein and ligand in the complex. For
calibration all solvent molecules were first manually classified
as relevant or nonrelevant (Figure 1) by careful examination of
the overlapped structures. Relevant waters were (a) “conserved”
in all the structures, i.e., the distance between its location in
the unliganded and liganded structures is e1.2 Å,12,22 or (b)
displaced only by polar groups able to replace all or nearly all
of their hydrogen bonds. Note that waters displaced by polar
groups without forming substitute hydrogen bonds with the
protein were considered the same as being displaced simply as
a consequence of steric factors. Nonrelevant waters were those
displaced sterically, located in external, highly solvent exposed
regions of the binding site or simply missing in some structures.
Rank and HINT score values relative to the interaction with
the uncomplexed protein were then calculated for all water
molecules in the training and test sets.

The mathematical system used to describe water behavior,
depending on Rank and Score, was built heuristically on the
training set. The dependences of water conservation on Ranks

and HINT scores (parts a and b of Figure 2) were analyzed
using the following nonlinear polynomial regressions that
describe the relationships between Rank (eq 1) or HINT score
(eq 2) and the percentage of conserved waters:

PR )-2.446R2 + 33.746R- 4.107 (r2 ) 0.96)

(1)

Table 1. Protein Crystallographic Structures in the Absence and Presence of Ligands, in the Training Set

protein
PDB uncomplexed/PDB

complexed (resolution, Å)
no.

watersa
excluded
watersb,c

carboxypeptidase A 5cpa (1.95)/6cpa (2.00), 7cpa (2.00) 11 W314,b W574,b W313b

concanavalin A 2ctv (1.95)/5cna (2.00) 6
endothiapepsin 4ape (2.10)/1ent (1.90), 1epp (1.90) 21
periplasmic glucose/

galactose receptor
1gcg (1.90)/2gbp (1.90), 2hph (1.33) 11

HIV-1 protease 1g6l (1.90)/4phv (2.10), 1hxw (1.80) 10 W270b

lipid binding protein 1lib (1.70)/1lid (1.60), 1lie (1.60) 5
major urinary protein I 1i04 (2.00)/1i05 (2.00), 1i06 (1.90) 2
penicillopepsin 3app (1.80)/1 ppm (1.70), 1ppk (1.80) 17 W111c

phosphodiesterase 4B 1f0j (1.77)/1xlx (2.19), 1xm6 (1.92) 16 W173,b W741b

retinoic acid binding
protein II

1xca (2.30)/1cbs (1.80), 2cbs (2.10) 7

�-secretase 1w50 (1.75)/1tqf (1.80), 2irz (1.80) 16
trypsin 1tpo (1.70)/1tnh (1.80), 1tnl (1.90) 4
thrombin 1jou (1.80)/1a4w (1.80), 2c8w (1.96) 6

a Count of waters located in the binding pocket. b Excluded after GRID analysis suggested water may be anomalous. c Excluded because of minimal
conformational change in that region.

Table 2. Protein Crystallographic Structures in the Absence and Presence of Ligands, in the Test Set

protein
PDB uncomplexed/PDB

complexed (resolution, Å)
no.

watersa
excluded
watersb,c

acetylcholinesterase 1ea5 (1.80)/2ack (2.40), 2c5g (1.95) 11 W624
cholesterol oxidase 3cox (1.80)/1coy (1.80) 13
cyclophilin A 1ist (1.90)/1bck (1.80), 1cwf (1.86) 7 W126c

dihydrofolate reductase 1ai9 (1.85)/1aoe (1.60), 1ia1 (1.70) 4
FKBP12 1fkk (2.20)/1fkl (1.70), 1j4 h (1.80) 11
neuraminidase 2ht5 (2.40)/2ht8 (2.40), 2htq (2.20) 5 W25c

retinol binding protein II 1opa (1.90)/1opb (1.90) 4
ribonuclease A 1fs3 (1.40)/1u1b (2.00), 1afk (1.70) 13 W60c

thymidine kinase 1e2 h (1.90)/1e2l (2.40), 1ki2 (2.20) 7 W14,c W46,c W92b

a Count of waters located in the binding pocket. b Excluded after GRID analysis suggested water may be anomalous. c Excluded because of minimal
conformational change in that region.

Figure 1. Different roles for water molecules found in the active site
of dihydrofolate reductase (PDB code 1AI9) after the binding of the
inhibitor 1,3-diamino-7-(1-ethylpropyl)-7H-pyrrolo[3,2-f]quinazoline
(GW345)35 (rendered in balls and sticks, PDB code 1AOE). Sterically
(wat 358) and functionally (wat 232) displaced waters are displayed
with transparent rendering. Wat 209 is conserved (green) in the complex
structure. Some of the protein surface has been removed to show Glu32.
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PH ) (-1.000 × 10-4)H2 + 0.187H+ 21.621 (r2 ) 0.97)

(2)

where R is the Rank value and H is the HINT score. PR should
be considered the percent probability for conservation based
on Rank and PH the probability based on HINT score.

Next, within the training set, the distributions of PR and PH

for the relevant waters were compared (through subtraction) to
those distributions for all waters. The dashed lines of Figure 2c
(blue for PR and red for PH) represent the results of this
subtraction after scaling with respect to the highest absolute
value obtained (i.e., corresponding to PR of 30%). This
distribution difference (a sort of background subtraction)
indicates how much a given PR or PH is diagnostic for a relevant
water compared to a random water, i.e., the confidence (or
weight) that should be accorded to conservation probabilities
calculated from the Rank or HINT score polynomials of eqs 1
and 2. Differences near zero indicate that it is not possible to
distinguish between relevant and nonrelevant waters at that PR

or PH, while positive or negative differences are indicative of
conservation or nonconservation, respectively. Thus, the highest
absolute difference value corresponds to the probability in which
we can be most confident. Weightings for PR (solid blue line
in Figure 2c) and PH (solid red line in Figure 2c) were calculated
on the basis of these results, using nonlinear regressions (see
Supporting Information). Consider a case with PR of 30% and
PH of 70%: the weightings in Figure 2c show that PR is much
more reliable in indicating nonconservation than the PH is in
indicating conservation; i.e., the water should be predicted as
nonrelevant.

Because some probability regions are sparsely populated, this
subtraction of distributions methodology generates results
inconsistent with chemical meaning in the extreme regions of
the graphs (90% < PR < 30% and 80% < PH < 40%). Waters
with very high or very low Rank (hydrogen bonds) and/or HINT
score (binding free energies) are unsurprisingly not very
frequent. The distribution model (Figure 2c) in those regions
illustrates the low probability of having a randomly taken (and
relevant) water with these values but does not indicate a lower
degree of safety of PR and PH in those regions; i.e., there are

no reasons to believe that a water with four hydrogen bonds to
the protein would have a lower probability of being conserved
than a water with three hydrogen bonds. Chemically, the
probability is at least the same. Thus, the weight assigned in
our model to PR and PH falling in these regions is the same as
at the closest maximum point in the graphs. Another poorly
sampled region, with similar issues, is present in the Rank curve
for PR ranging from 75 to 85 (Figure 2c). This arises because
the Rank algorithm, designed to evaluate the geometric features
of a water molecule’s potential hydrogen bonds, disallows
nonrealistic bond angles, thus generating some underrepresented
regions within the range of Rank values.27 Because of the low
statistical and chemical meaning of this underrepresented region,
PR values between 75 and 85 were excluded from the regressions
performed to obtain the weightings.

The training set results were then integrated in the following
weighted probability equation:

PA )
PR(|WR|+ 1)2 +PH(|WH|+ 1)2

(|WR|+ 1)2 + (|WH|+ 1)2
(3)

where PA is the overall probability of the entire system and WR

and WH are the weights of Rank and HINT score probabilities,
respectively, as shown in Figure 2c. The weighting coefficients
are squared to further differentiate the weights in exponential
space. If PA is 50% or greater, the water is considered relevant.
On the entire training set the model is able to correctly predict
the ultimate role for 108 (86%) of the 125 water molecules (with
PR and PS alone, the success rates are 81% and 78%,
respectively). By analysis of the results in terms of crystal-
lographic data quality, the success rate is 81% for the 37 waters
in proteins where one or more of the examined crystallographic
structures were of >2.0 Å resolution (endothiapepsin, HIV-1
protease, retinoic acid binding protein II; see Table 1) and is
89% for the 88 waters in proteins with all structures of e2.0 Å
resolution.

This model gives insight into the characteristics of a conserved
water molecule. PR values higher than 60% begin to be diagnostic
for water conservation (Rank g 2.3); i.e., a water should form at
least two geometrically suitable hydrogen bonds with the protein.
In the application of HINT score to waters, PH values higher than
80% (HINT score g 400) are strongly predictive for water
conservation while PH lower than 40% (HINT score e 100) are
indicative for nonconservation. We have reported that about 515
HINT score units correspond to a ∆∆G of -1 kcal mol-1;23,24

thus, for waters interacting with protein, the free energy difference
between those with high probability of conservation and those with
high probability of nonconservation ranges between 0.6 and about
2.0 kcal mol-1. This is consistent with a number of previous reports
on water energetics.5,22,32

The X-ray crystallographic B factor has previously been
invoked as a parameter in water displacement prediction11,12

because it indicates the magnitude of oscillation of an atom
around its crystallographic position due to temperature, disorder,
or other factors, i.e., a water with low B would be presumed to
be more conserved as opposed to a water with high B (and more
uncertainty in electron density). However, B factors may vary
between structures depending on refinement strategies,10,29 and
relating B factors to a strength of interaction may be mislead-
ing.30 We applied the strategy described above using the
crystallographic B factors for the training set waters, as reported
in the PDB entries and as normalized with the method of
Wang.10 While the B factor derived models were predictive,
they were so to a lesser extent than the Rank or HINT score
models (66% successful prediction rate), and three parameter

Figure 2. Fraction of relevant water molecules vs (a) Rank and (b)
HINT score. (c) Probability distributions for weighting of PR (blue)
and PH (red), after background subtraction and scaling. Solid lines are
math functions derived from nonlinear regressions used to determine
weights. Dashed lines are smoothed raw data.
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models (Rank, HINT score, and B) were less efficient than the
two parameter model of eq 3. In our hands, B is apparently
adding more noise than information to the model.

The predictive model of eq 3, using only Rank and HINT
score, was then applied to the test set with results that were
superior to those obtained on the training set: 59 (87%) of the
68 test set waters were correctly predicted. Again, a correlation
was found between results and crystallographic data quality:
24/30 (80%) of the waters from structures with >2.0 Å
resolution and 35/38 (92%) of the waters from proteins with
all structures havinge2.0 Å resolution were correctly predicted.
These results were not dependent on the split between training
and test data sets; models built from other training sets extracted
from the pool gave essentially the same predictive accuracy
when tested with the remaining pool data. It is worth noting
that Rank and HINT score are not highly correlated with respect
to each other.22 The former is purely a geometric index, while
the latter encodes chemical information in terms of the actual
strengths and biomolecular interactions surrounding each water
molecule. These two metrics are clearly providing complemen-
tary information to the overall model. In some cases the
relevance of a water is not apparent from the uncomplexed
protein structure. Such is the case with water 301 of HIV-1
protease. There is little indication from the unliganded crystal
structure that this water would have significance; it has only
fair hydrogen-bond interactions with the protein and a relatively
high B factor.34 Consequently, our model failed to predict the
conservation of water 301 from the uncomplexed structure.

However, as recently noted by Essex,13 predicting which waters
may be easily displaced (or not) in different liganded structures is
as important as making these predictions on the free protein. HIV-1
protease water 301 is clearly relevant when examined within the
complexed structures. For many drug target proteins only liganded
structures are available; being able to predict relevant waters in a
protein site already occupied by a substrate or druggable lead would
allow more informed choices in targeting waters for displacement
via chemical modification of the ligand scaffold or for database
search queries. Our insight into the more complex problem of
predicting the fate of water molecules between a free and liganded
protein, as above, should allow us to predict the role of water
molecules in complexed structures. Thus, an additional small test
set (6 proteins and 22 waters, Table 3), focusing only on different
liganded structures of the same protein, was evaluated by using
Rank and HINT score calculated with respect to protein and
existing ligand. Our model failed to predict only two of these
waters, a success rate of 91%. Although not in this test set, water
301 of HIV-1 protease is predicted to be conserved with >90%
probability in the two complexed structures.

Conclusions

Even if often excluded from molecular modeling experiments,
water molecules have been shown to play an important role in
protein–ligand recognition. In this work we developed a protocol

combining in a statistically robust model the HINT score and
Rank values, two computational metrics previously shown to
be of value for describing water behavior in protein structures.22

The aim, to identify relevant water molecules that should be
considered in protein–ligand docking simulations and structure-
based drug design efforts, was largely achieved. For the two
test sets (90 water molecules) the success rate of the model was
more than 90% on structures with e2.0 Å resolution. The clear
dependence of these results on crystal structure resolution, even
between 2.5 and 2.0 Å, again highlights the difficulties in
experimentally placing waters in crystal structure models and
the resulting hazards in relying on these water positions in
modeling biomacromolecular structure and function. This
predictive tool for water relevance can be easily applied to any
crystallographic or other biomacromolecular model, as it requires
as input data only readily available structural information.

Experimental Section

Data Set Selection Criteria. A number of criteria were applied
in selecting protein structures for inclusion in the data sets. First,
uncertainties associated with water determination in protein crystal-
lography were considered28–30 and only structures with resolution better
than 2.5 Å were examined, with those having e2.0 Å resolution
preferred (73% of structures had e2.0 Å resolution). At least three
structures (one uncomplexed and two complexed) were examined for
each protein, except for concanavalin-A, retinol binding protein-II, and
cholesterol oxidase, where only two were available (all having e2.0
Å resolution). A further check on the positions of some “suspect”
waters was performed using GRID,31 version 22a (Tables 1 and 2).
Only proteins presenting little or no binding pocket conformational
changes were considered, while some waters in binding pocket regions
displaying little variation between the complexed and uncomplexed
structure were excluded (Tables 1 and 2).

Visual Analysis of Water Molecules within the Protein
Binding Site. The visual analysis of all the water molecules located
in the protein binding sites was performed with the criteria described
in a previous work aimed at the energetic description of water
molecules bound to proteins.22

Molecular Models. The three-dimensional coordinates of protein
and protein–ligand complex structures were retrieved from the
Protein Data Bank and imported into the molecular modeling
program Sybyl, version 7.2. All structures were checked for
chemically consistent atom and bond type assignment. Hydrogen
atoms were added using Sybyl Biopolymer and Build/Edit menu
tools and then energy-minimized using the Powell algorithm with
a convergence gradient of 0.5 kcal (mol Å)-1 for 1500 cycles. This
procedure does not affect heavy-atom positions. Water molecules
were exhaustively optimized using the HINT tool that finds a global
minimum for the orientation of each water molecule with respect
to its environment.27

HINT Score Calculations. The HINT score is a double sum
over all atom-atom pairs of the product (bij) of the hydrophobic
atom constants (ai, partial log Poctanol/water) and atom solvent acces-
sible surface areas (Si) for the interacting atoms, mediated by a
function of the distance between the atoms:

∑
i
∑

j

bij )∑
i
∑

j

(ai Siaj SjTijRij + rij) (4)

Rij is usually a simple exponential function, rij is an adaptation of
the Lennard-Jones function, and Tij is a logic function assuming
+1 or -1 values, depending on the polar nature of interacting
atoms.21 Partition calculations were performed with the “dictionary”
method for the proteins and the “calculate” method for ligands.
The “all” partition mode that treats all the hydrogens explicitly was
used.22 Hydrogens bonded to unsaturated carbons were allowed to
act as weak hydrogen bond donors. This is in accordance with
several recent observations suggesting that some C-H · · ·O hy-
drogen bonds are possible.33 The HINT option that corrects the Si

Table 3. Protein Crystallographic Structures in the Presence of Ligands,
in the Complex Test Set

protein
PDB complexed
(resolution, Å)

no.
watersa

aldose reductase 2ikg (1.43), 2ikh (1.55), 2iki (1.47) 3
carbonic anhydrase 1a42 (2.25), 1bn1 (2.10), 1bn4 (2.10) 2
estrogen receptor R 3ert (1.90), 1xpc (1.60), 1xp6 (1.70) 3
factor Xa 1ezq (2.20), 1f0r (2.10), 1f0s (2.10) 4
matrix metalloproteinase-3 1caq (1.80), 1g49 (1.90), 1hfs (1.70) 8
scytalone dehydratase 3std (1.65), 4std (2.15), 5std (1.95) 2

a Count of waters located in the binding pocket.
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terms for backbone amide nitrogens by adding 30 Å22 was used in
this study to improve the relative energetics of inter- and intramo-
lecular hydrogen bonds involving these nitrogens.

Rank Algorithm. Rank, which represents the weighted number
of potential hydrogen bonds for each water molecule with respect
to target molecule(s) surrounding the water, is calculated as

Rank)∑
n

{ (2.80 Å/rn)+ [∑
m

cos (θTd - θnm)]/6} (5)

where rn is the distance between the water oxygen atom and the
target heavy atom n (n is the number of valid targets or a maximum
of 4). This is scaled relative to 2.8 Å, the presumed ideal hydrogen
bond length. θTd is the ideal tetrahedral angle (109.5°) and θnm is
the angle between targets n and m (m ) n to number of valid
targets). The algorithm allows a maximum number of 4 targets (e2
donors and e2 acceptors). To properly weight the geometrical
quality of hydrogen bonds, any angle less than 60° is rejected along
with its associated target.22,27
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